Abstract-The traditional algorithm of mining association rules, or slowly produces association rules, or produces too many redundant rules, or it is probable to find an association rule, which posses high support and confidence, but is uninteresting, and even is false. Furthermore, a rule with negative-item can't be produced. This paper puts forward a new algorithm MVNR(Mining Valid and non-Redundant Association Rules Algorithm),which primely solves above problems by using the minimal subset of frequent itemset.
INTRODUCTION
Mining association rules is an important part of the data mining research, which reflects interesting association or contact between itemsets of the large amounts of data. The definition of the association rule: Let I = {i 1  . The problem of mining association rule is to find all the association rules with a given minimum support min_sup and minimum confidence min_conf in transaction database D, that is, the support and confidence of association rules, respectively, is not less than min_sup and min_conf.
The discovery of association rules can be decomposed into two steps: (1) to find all frequent itemsets;② to produce credible association rules.At present research of association rule is mainly focused on the first step, the second step is less, but the rules generated contain a large number of redundant rules, especially when the itemset contains many items, the generated redundant rules are growing exponentially. The method of generating rule is simple in Apriori algorithm [1] , but it has the computational complexity of the rule and exists redundancy,so it can not guarantee the validity of the rule.The method of using adjacency directed acyclic graph in [2, 3, 4] obtains frequent itemsets by using ancestors to eliminate the redundant association rules. This method is low efficient because it need establish adjacencies directed acyclic graph of every frequent itemset. This method need large memory space, especially when itemset's length is very long. So it is low efficient and can not eliminate wrong or false rules. The method of using frequent closures itemset in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] uses itemsets with frequent closures to avoid generating redundant association rules. Some algorithms have made improvements, but they are based on demand closure itemsets to generate association rules, this needs to be repeated to scan the database to remember TID which includes itemset, but also it can not eliminate wrong or false rules. So this method need scan database repetitively and can not eliminate wrong or false rules. The method of using related support and interest to mining association rules in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] can mine correct rules,but can not eliminate redundant rules. The algorithm proposed in this paper not only can mine non-redundant association rules, and mine effective and correct association rules,can also find out association rules containing negation.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND THEOREMS
We still adopt the definitions of redundant rules, simple redundancy, strict redundancy in [4] and the definitions of related support and negate itemsets in [12] .
Defintion 1 A rule is necessary if it is not simply redundant and strictly redundant relative to any other rules. ,according to the definition of simple redundancy, there exists C∪D = X and C⊂Y, then C is a proper subset of Y and sup (C) ≤sup (X)/c is correct, but this contradicts that Y is a minimal set of X, so the assumption is not true, the original conclusion is correct.
Definition 3 Let X be a frequent itemset, all minimal sets of X are called the minimal set collection of X, denoted by F(X,c).
Theorem 2 Let X be a frequent itemset, X 1 , X 2 , ..., X k is a superset of X and Xi ∈ L(1≤i≤k), Y ∈ F(X,c)-
is not strictly redundant relative any other rules.
Proof:
,according to the definition of strict redundancy, there exists X⊂C∪D and C⊆Y, then C is a subset of Y and C is a proper subset of C∪D, but C can not be a proper subset of Y when the confidence level of c because Y is a minimal subset of X, there must be C=Y,
/c is correct because C∪D is a super set of X, so the assumption is not true, the original conclusion is correct. As can be seen by the above definitions and theorems, if X is a frequent itemset and exists sup (X) / c≥max_sup, then we need not consider all subset of X when generate association rules; if there exists sup (X) / c <max_sup, all the subset of X with the same support need not be considered. So, we firstly filter frequent itemsets by theorem when we generate association rules, which can improve the efficiency of generating association rules.
III. MINING MAXIMUM FREQUENT ITEMSETS ALGORITHM

A. The basic idea of the algorithm
The basic idea of the algorithm is: Firstly, filter the frequent itemsets L,delete frequent itemsets which then can only generate redundant association rules, then get new frequent itemsets L'; secondly, producing minimal subset of every frequent itemset in L'; then analyse any frequent is generated, then we determine whether is this negative rule's support and confidence greater than the userdefined minimum support and minimum confidence, and relevant support is greater than 1, then the rule is added to the rule set R.
B. Algorithm decription 1) Main Algorithm
Generate efficient and non-redundant association rules algorithm: Input: frequent itemsets L, minimum support s, minimum confidence c, max_sup; Output: effective and non-redundant association rules R;
L =Reduce_L(L,max_sup,c); //delete frequent itemsets in L which can only generate redundant association rules In FindMinimalSubset algorithm, first find out all subsets of X which its support is less than or equal to sup (X) / c in L, let its result be assigned to H, each frequent itemset h in H, if there does not exist subset of h in H, then h was added to the minimal subset collection.
procedure FindMinimalSubset(Frequent item:X, confidence:c) { MinimailSubset= ∅ ;
H=the subsets of X which its support is less than or equal to sup(X)/c in L;
for each h ∈ H do if no subset of h in H then MinimalSubset=MinimalSubset∪{h} }
4) Algorithm example
Transaction database D in Figure 1 , user-defined minimum support s = 2/8, minimum confidence c = 50%. According to minimum support and mining frequent itemsets' algorithm, we produce frequent itemsets L= {A, B, C, E, AB, AC, AE, BC, BE, CE, ABC, ABE, ACE, BCE, ABCE}. According to the algorithm in this pager, first filter L by Reduce_L algorithm, get new frequent itemsets L'= {AC, BCE, ABCE}, then call FindMinimalSubset algorithm to generate a minimal subset of every frequent itemset in L', get F (AC, 0.5) = {A, C}, F (BCE, 0.5) = {B, C, E}, F, (ABCE, 0.5) = {A, BC, CE,}. According to above results, we generate rules, judge every rule's support and confidence whether or not are greater than or equal to minimum support minimum confidence each other and whether or not its relevant support is greater than 1, if rule's relevant support is less than 1, we judge its negative rule. Finally generated association rules is shown in Figure 2 .Among these rules, the rule C BE  relevant support is 4/5 which is less than 1,then we consider its negative rule BE C  ,its support is 3/8 and its confidence is 50%,and its relevant support is 4/3, this rule satisfies requirement, let be added to association rules set R. We can generate association rules which these relevant support is greater than 1 according to Apriori algorithm, as is shown in Figure 3 .According to definition and theorem, many rules are invalid or redundant, and we can not generate negative rules. Figure 3 generated association rules according to Apriori algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a new algorithm, which can not only generate non-redundant and valid association rules, but also can not generate false or erroneous rules, and can generate negative rules, generated rules can help analyzing problems and making decisions. In this algorithm, first analyze frequent itemsets and delete frequent itemsets which only can generate redundant rules, we adopt the inclusion relations between collection when we find out the minimal subset of frequent itemset. According to the experimental results show that the algorithm is efficient and saves memory space, and generated rules are valid and nonredundant.
